FreeMark Value Upside
What can an owner of FreeMarks expect in the short and long term?
Firstly, Worldfree is nearing completion of a mobile (iOS/Android) app and PC application that will
allow FreeMark owners to see their balance anytime. They will know how much they are earning in
Growth Rate Royalties, Marketing Royalties if they are involved, and how stable the FreeMark is—how
their holdings are being protected against both inflation and deflation to retain their purchasing power.
Trading of the FreeMark is planned later: Worldfree has about 4-6 months of development work
before the FreeMark is trading in a secure, distributed trading platform. Thus Worldfree plans to have
the FreeMark liquid within 4-6 months, tradeable freely at a price pegged by a basket of 20-commodities,
providing inflation and deflation resistance as well as Growth Rate Royalties, described below. The
capacity to create marketplace for whatever products a FreeMark owner wants to sell will also be
included, with tools to market them globally.
The following shows the Growth Rate Royalty payout for owners of FreeMarks:

To explain the above, if the FreeMark money supply attains $10 million (column 1), a buyer of FreeMarks
in the light green box Tranche of $fm1,000,000 would receive as royalties the green-circled 74.7% of
their holdings in FreeMarks in the green column, at the pegged price on the date of the royalty.
As a further example, as we attain $fm150 million in FreeMark money supply, the same investment
in the $fm1 million tranche will enjoy a 1120% ROI, in the purple circle above. Moving to the next
column in the same row, for the $fm3 million tranche investors, the ROI is lower at 370%, although still
outstanding. This is reflecting the higher risk of the venture at the earlier stages—there is no something
for nothing, and only risks are compensated with rewards.
The above projections include a lock-up period of 6 months to allow Worldfree to get the system
robust and trading publicly, although it could happen sooner. As the table shows, the money supply will
continue to grow over the years ahead, facilitating additional revenues for the early investor, so the many
times the original investment can be earned, all the while enjoying inflation and deflation resistance
because of the pegging to the 6-month moving average of a basket of 20 commodities.

